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UK EIC Discussion Meeting, 20 May 2021:
Introduction / EIC Project Status

1... Suggest we interleave some of the discussion with the 
Intro talks



EIC Recent History



Yellow Report Exercise 
Completed (User Group)

- Over 900 pages!
- Sceince motivation
- Detailed ‘reference’ detector
- Some discussion of case 
for two detectors
- 3 UK conveners



EIC Experimental Programme: 
Ongoing Process to decide on  

detectors / collaborations 



EIC Long-term Future Timeline

… very strong assumption that this is going to happen …



Current User Group Demographics



Current Initiatives on collaboration proposals

- EIC@IP6 à ATHENA (by far the biggest, aimed at current STAR IP)

- ECCE (investigating 1.5T magnet, larger crossing angle, 
… bits of sPHENIX … not necessarily @ IP8)

- CORE (smaller group around Jlab aiming to be second detector)

- IR2@EIC (not a detector proposal; initiative to define 
physics of second IR – focused on lower √𝑠 )

This is likely to evolve …

Things are moving fast … 
à Essential for UK be prominent in the largest project
à Important to maintain links to other initiatives
à Our person-power is currently limited

Note: only one detector is funded through the DoE project and 
international pledges through 2020 EoI process did not give 
confidence that funding is in place for a second.   



Upcoming Meetings
… enough to completely fill your diary:

User Group (today)

Annual summer meeting 
scheduled for 2-6 August

Regular ATHENA
Meetings

(and similarly for ECCE)



Some Questions / Discussion Points

- How does UK organise itself to be best positioned 
for influence (and funding)?

- Do UK coleagues know that the EIC is very likely to be
the world’s next collider? à How do we grow larger community?

- How best to engage with funders? 

- Engagement with theory community (IPPP W/S 21-23 Sept?)

- What about accelerator science? 

- Shall we do this regulary? (eg once per month?)


